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Unlocking the potential of
science by discovering the
science of what’s possible

Dear Shareholders, Customers, and Employees,
I must begin by thanking our employees around the globe for their hard work and
dedication throughout 2020. During an extraordinarily difficult year that brought
significant change and sacrifice, the Waters team responded with drive,
determination, and an indomitable spirit. I am extremely thankful for the warm
welcome into the organization and for our team’s unwavering commitment
to our customers and to each other.
When I joined Waters on September 1, 2020, we were right in the middle of the pandemic.
As a former research engineer, I have always admired Waters’ scientific expertise and its
mission to meaningfully impact healthcare and the world. We turned this scientific
understanding toward three objectives:
1. Ensure the safety and well-being of our employees and their families.
2. Do our part to help mitigate the public health crisis.
3. Maintain business continuity.

EMPLOYEE
SAFETY AND
WELL-BEING

Keeping our employees safe has been – and continues to be – a top priority. We implemented
numerous safety measures, including increased sanitation procedures, in-depth reviews of
air flow and filtration systems across our facilities, as well as testing and contact tracing.
We activated an Innovation Response Team, consisting of our top research scientists and
engineers to lend our technology and expertise to help end this public health crisis.
Our columns and instruments are used to characterize the very mRNA molecules that have
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become vaccines. Our differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) instruments are used to
characterize the proteins that have become COVID-19 therapeutics and our BioAccord™ System
is helping customers accelerate COVID-19 therapeutic research and development. The generics
industry called upon us with a critical need to rapidly scale up production of anti-viral drugs.
Waters is also supporting the UK government by providing an LC-MS alternative to PCR
testing. In early studies by Waters scientists, we demonstrated that our LC-MS method can
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be a highly accurate testing option for COVID-19, while also unlocking the potential for similar
LC-MS diagnostic testing methods to be used to detect future infectious pathogens.
Additionally, we continue to focus on the effective business continuity planning that enabled
Waters to remain open for business globally through the pandemic, with uninterrupted delivery
of products and expertise to our customers. We know they depend on us and trust that we
will continue to deliver the service levels and uninterrupted supply chain on which they rely.

Unless otherwise noted, revenue growth percentages
are presented on a constant currency basis. Adjusted
operating margin percentages, adjusted earnings per
diluted share (EPS) percentages, adjusted free cash
flow, and average return on invested capital (ROIC)
are presented on a Non-GAAP basis. Please see
waters.com for GAAP to Non-GAAP reconciliations.
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Return to Growth: The Indomitable Spirit of Waters
We operate in attractive markets where demand is driven

Sales in Asia, the Americas, and Europe represent approximately

by the need for better healthcare and quality of life.

38%, 34%, and 28% of total sales, respectively, with sales in

The pharmaceutical, biomedical research, and clinical markets

China representing approximately 17%.

are growing mid-to high-single-digits and this market growth

That being said, we have lost sales momentum over the last

is being driven by the increasing demand for medicines, arrival

few years as sales growth has sequentially declined year-

of novel modalities such as cell and gene therapy and mRNA

over-year, from growth of approximately 6% in 2017 to sales

medicines, increasing outsourcing from large pharmaceutical

declines of approximately 2% in 2020 which was primarily

companies, government funding and the rise of diagnostic

due to the disruption of business activities caused by the

testing. Our food and environmental markets are growing

COVID-19 pandemic.

mid-single-digits driven by increasing demand for safer food,
rising food and environmental sustainability concerns and
growing populations. Finally, the materials science market we
compete in is quite diverse and growing low-single-digits on
the heels of capital spending in the chemicals sector as well
as growth in microelectronics.

Since joining Waters, I have spent much of my time listening
and learning to gain a deeper understanding of why we lost
momentum. I have met with many analysts and shareholders,
talked with and visited customers across all of our markets, and
traveled virtually around the world meeting employees across
Asia, Europe, and the Americas. The transformation process

Waters has established a highly differentiated leadership

has been rigorous and intense with several deep dives with

position in these attractive markets through our unique mix

the executive team and top leaders across the Company.

of high-value technologies, a culture steeped in science and

We gathered the facts, came to a common understanding,

expertise and deep customer relationships. From a product line

and committed to an action plan.

portfolio perspective, we have a significant installed base of
instruments around the world, totaling well over 100,000 units
across liquid chromatography (LC), mass spectrometry (MS),

We have developed a three-phase transformation program
through which we will:

and thermal and mechanical analysis systems. In addition,

1. Regain our commercial momentum.

over 50% of our revenue comes from recurring streams

2. Strengthen our performance management.

including chemistry consumables, informatics maintenance,

3. Align our portfolio with growth areas.

and services.

The first step is to regain commercial momentum. We are

From a customer end market perspective, a significant portion

acting on a set of initiatives aimed at driving near-term

of our revenues are coming from markets that are expected to

growth, including:

grow in the mid-to high-single-digits in the long term, as such
we believe we are well-positioned to return to market growth.
Our pharmaceutical and biomedical markets are the largest at
64% of total sales, materials science being close to 16%, and
food, environmental, and clinical markets are approximately

■

Replace aging hardware, especially in our LC and
MS portfolios;

■

Increase attachment rates for recurring revenues across
services, consumables, and informatics maintenance;

■

Strengthen and expand coverage in contract research,
contract manufacturing, and contract testing organizations;

■

Focus on e-commerce; and

■

Drive product launch excellence.

20% of the business. From a geographical perspective,
we have established a diversified global footprint, which
lends to the resilience of the Company.

As we closed out 2020, we have already realized progress against many of these

Waters has built
a very solid base
with a culture
steeped in
science and with
deep customer
relationships.

initiatives. As it relates to our instrument replacement initiative, in the fourth quarter,
LC instrument sales delivered high-single-digit sales growth, better than any other
quarter in recent years. We also made important progress on our contract lab
expansion initiative. In addition, we have contacted a significant number of customers
globally, particularly in China, and have strengthened our value proposition with
expanded alternative revenue and service offerings, which have been well-received
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by this segment. It is still early, but we’re pleased with the initial progress.
In the fourth quarter, waters.com traffic increased by double-digits, driven by search
engine optimization and paid search. While there isn’t a one-to-one relationship
between traffic and revenue, increased traffic is an important first step in driving
revenue growth through the e-commerce channel. In tandem with our e-commerce
actions, we’ve also enhanced our e-procurement platform on which we have
expanded our coverage of customers, leveraging this channel.

CONTRACT LAB
EXPANSION

Lastly, as we aim to drive product launch excellence, we are happy to report that our
BioAccord System sales exceeded expectations in the fourth quarter as our market
development efforts and our specialist sales model have started to take effect,
particularly in the U.S. and Europe. BioAccord is a SmartMS™-Enabled LC-MS
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system used in the development and quality control of new biologics.
As we work to regain our commercial momentum, we are also putting more focus,
urgency, and investment in our performance management process. As we execute
and return to sustained growth, we will be well-positioned to make additional
strategic investments in the business.

E-COMMERCE
FOCUS

Strong Finish to 2020
As we finished 2020, we saw clear signs of improving customer

Overall, our full year 2020 sales declined 2% as reported and

activity, positive growth trends in our recurring revenues, and

on a constant currency basis and our non-GAAP adjusted

evidence of stabilization in LC instrument demand. In the fourth

earnings per diluted share grew 1%. From a market category

quarter of 2020, sales grew 10% as reported and 7% on a

perspective, 2020 sales into our pharmaceutical market

constant currency basis, and our non-GAAP adjusted earnings

grew 1%, as the disruption of business activities caused by

per diluted share grew 14%. This strong finish to the end of a

the COVID-19 pandemic negatively impacted sales, despite

challenging year was driven by the pharmaceutical market

the improving demand from our small and large molecule

improvement, capital spending recovery in the second half

customers and increased contract lab activity in the second

of the year, strong execution and early contributions from our

half of the year. In 2020, sales into our industrial and academic

near-term growth initiatives.

and governmental markets declined 3% and 16%, respectively,

From a market category perspective, in the fourth quarter of
2020 our pharmaceutical market was the primary growth driver

as a result of constrained capital spending and the disruptions
and uncertainties caused by the COVID-19 pandemic.

with sales growth of 15%. Sales into our industrial market grew

From a geographical perspective, our 2020 sales in Asia

5% while sales into our academic and governmental markets

declined 4% with China sales declining 8%, sales in the

declined 15%. From a geographical perspective, sales in Asia

Americas declined 4% with sales in the U.S. declining 2%,

grew 12% with China growing 19%, sales in the Americas

while sales in Europe grew 2%. Notably, all of our major

grew 3% with the U.S. growing 4% and sales in Europe grew

geographies grew in the second half of the year, with sales

6%. From a product line perspective, in the fourth quarter of

growth of 4% in the U.S. and 6% in Europe, following first-half

2020 Waters branded instrument system sales grew 5%, while

declines of 9% and 3%, respectively. Sales in China grew

Waters branded recurring revenue grew 12% with service sales

11% in the second half of the year, reversing much of its sharp

growing 10% and chemistry sales growing 14% driven largely by

31% decline in the first half, with continuing acceleration in

global pharmaceutical strength, including sales of our recently

the pharmaceutical market along with strong environmental

launched ACQUITY™ PREMIER Columns which performed

market growth.

exceedingly well in their first quarter on the market. In the fourth
quarter of 2020, our TA instrument system sales declined 4%,
while TA service sales grew 4%.

As a company we have continued to sustain industry-leading
margins, outpacing our peers with an adjusted operating
margin of 29.6% in 2020. We remain financially strong with
a five-year average return on invested capital of 27%, and

+15%
PHARMA

Fourth Quarter 2020 Results

+5%

INDUSTRIAL

adjusted free cash flow of $726 million in 2020. This has only
been possible due to a strong brand that has been built on the
basis of innovative platforms and deep customer relationships.

-15%

ACADEMIC/GOV

Our capital deployment priorities remain consistent: to maintain
balance sheet strength and flexibility, to invest for growth,
and to return capital to our shareholders.

We saw clear signs of improving customer
activity, positive growth trends in our
recurring revenues, and evidence of
stabilization in LC instrument demand.

In my short time as president and CEO of Waters, I am struck by the indomitable
spirit of our employees. “Indomitable”, meaning impossible to subdue or defeat, is
at the core of Mahatma Gandhi’s belief that “Strength comes not from the physical
capacity, but from an indomitable spirit.” While 2020 brought many challenges to
all of us, I remain confident in the spirit and resilience of our employees and the
early results of our transformation program to return Waters to sustained growth
for years to come.

Continued Product and Innovation
Leadership in 2020
Throughout 2020, Waters continued to build on its heritage of innovation in
analytical instruments to solve critical problems for our customers.
We launched the Arc™ High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC)
System, an innovation designed for labs ready to modernize their LC without
changing their methods. Arc HPLC allows labs to transfer existing methods
from any HPLC system while ensuring data quality.
We continued to redefine the standard of performance for chromatographic
analyses with the state-of-the-art ACQUITY PREMIER Solution. The ACQUITY
PREMIER System and column chemistries work together to eliminate the
unpredictability of analyte losses due to metal interactions. We are confident it
will help our customers solve their most complex chromatographic challenges,
while enhancing analytical data quality and providing greater confidence in
separation results.

We continued
to redefine
the standard of
performance for
chromatographic
analyses.

Within mass spectrometry, we extended the capability

Through our acquisition of Andrew Alliance, an innovator

and power of our High-Resolution Mass Spectrometers

in specialty laboratory automation, our instruments and

for biomedical, biopharmaceutical, and food research.

chemistries work with next-generation automation technology,

We introduced Electron Capture Dissociation for our high-

including robots and cloud native software for liquid handling.

performance SELECT SERIES™ Cyclic IMS™ System to enable
scientists to probe the structure of proteins, peptides, glycans,
and other biomolecules. And for the first time, the new DESI™ XS
source, a new fragmentation technique and imaging option,
was made available on the Waters SELECT SERIES Cyclic IMS,
SYNAPT™ XS, and Xevo™ G2-XS QTof.
In January 2021, we announced that our Xevo TQ-XS
atmospheric pressure gas chromatography (APGC) MS platform
was accepted as an alternative for the identification and
quantification of dioxins and furans in environmental samples by
the United States Environmental Protection Agency’s (USEPA)
Office of Water. Dioxins are a byproduct of human industrial
activity and their effects on human health are well documented.

Within materials sciences, we have new products to streamline
laboratory operations. The Discovery™ X3 Differential Scanning
Calorimeter (DSC) delivers industry-leading performance for
up to three samples simultaneously and the Discovery Hybrid
Rheometer offers superior sensitivity and ease of use.
We capped off the year with the establishment of Immerse
Cambridge, a new Waters research and innovation laboratory
in Cambridge, Massachusetts. This has quickly become
a destination where our scientists partner with leading
biotechnology firms, academic institutions and customers to
innovate, collaborate, and interrogate biology in new ways.
For example, Boston University and Waters researchers are
collaborating on a cornerstone project studying virus mutation in
order to co-develop more effective Influenza A virus vaccines.

COLLABORATION
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Environmental, Social, and Governance
Our commitment to sustainability is centered on advancing scientific
progress to enhance human health and well-being. To accelerate progress

INCREASE
ENERGY
EFFICIENCY

on our sustainability journey, Waters has committed to 2025 Sustainability
Goals focused on innovation, the environment, sustainable supply chain,
employee development and engagement, and health, safety, and well-being.

2025

As noted in our 2020 Sustainability Report, we have made important
progress toward our goals, including:
■

Driving reductions in waste through increased use of recyclable
materials in, and the elimination of foam from, legacy packaging
for many of our spare parts and consumable products.

■

DIVERSITY &
INCLUSION
STEM
EDUCATION

Committing to a 35% reduction in our Scope 1 and 2 greenhouse gas
emissions from a 2016 baseline, a goal consistent with science-based
targets (SBTs) outlined in the Paris Agreement. We are also sourcing
27% of our electricity from renewable or low-carbon sources, and have
reduced energy use intensity by more than 7% since 2016. In addition,
we are sending zero waste from our corporate headquarters to landfill
and have undertaken efforts to drive increased quantification of our
Scope 3 greenhouse gas emissions.

■

Enhancing our diversity and inclusion efforts with the addition of
three new employee circles: Veterans, Pride, and Multicultural to
foster a culture of inclusion. These are in addition to our existing
Gender Diversity circle.

■

Additional investments were made in employee development and
training with a new digital global learning platform, iLearn.

■

Leveraging our global philanthropic initiatives to continue providing
greater access to STEM education, especially for inner city children
through the Ron Burton Training Village and in partnership with Junior
Achievement (JA). The global job shadow program through JA offered
hands-on learning to approximately 200 students in six countries,
including China, Ireland, Romania, Singapore, the United Kingdom,
and the United States.

■

Strengthening our supplier code of conduct to drive greater resilience,
sub-tier visibility, and foster responsible behavior in our global
supply chain.

committing to a
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electricity from renewable energy
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Our efforts have not gone unnoticed. Waters was recognized
on the Newsweek list of America’s Most Responsible
Companies 2021, Barron’s 2021 list of the 100 Most Sustainable
Companies, and our company also received a score of 95 out
of 100 on the 2021 Corporate Equality Index (CEI), the Human
Rights Campaign Foundation’s annual scorecard for LGBTQ

Looking Ahead to 2021:
A Transformation Underway
In my short time at Waters, I have seen and experienced the
indomitable spirit of our employees which gives me great
confidence in our future. As we enter 2021 there is tremendous

workplace equality.

opportunity in that spirit to not just change the trajectory of our

In addition, the Drucker Institute recognized Waters on its 2021

of ourselves to bring positive transformation to our customers

list of the 250 most effectively managed U.S. companies.

within the industries we touch; to the communities in which we

We also continue to strengthen our Board composition,
cadence, and committee work. In 2020, we separated the
role of Chairman of the Board of Directors and Chief Executive

business from lagging to leading, but to leverage the very best

live and work; and to the possibilities that science can unlock
for the benefit of our planet and humanity.
Sincerely,

Officer with Dr. Flemming Ornskov, M.D., M.P.H. assuming
the role of Chairman. Additionally, the Board appointed
Dr. Pearl S. Huang, Ph.D., President and CEO of Cygnal
Therapeutics and Venture Partner at Flagship Pioneering,
to serve as a new Board member effective January 1, 2021.
Women continue to make up 30% of our Board composition.
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